C. DEC 8 1976

Fred - Terman
ground reading.

Soon after broad weekly handout Casady - Terman came in - long paper.

Recall. Tatum had good to turn as head.

Would wear out of mind

music really

Chairman designate

when he assign a search committee.

Thus a committee to take a new head.

Tell: "What's going on?"

Meanwhile

look at Tatum

monitor

Russell

Curran

After Romby:  

Terman heard again of my with the would find a new head...

in re Romby. Got me now. (I helped get them)
In those days, we took pride in our work, building the best we could. We were out of instinct, not by design.

Bread was the food, not by design. We didn't get a long list of names of leading businesses. Kept them growing.

How good a man is, not how available. Your impact, bypass, bypass if they didn't hear they could.

Tessieh, it turned out wasn't a success. Had been press of all, we needed to.

William, our target [unreadable] seemed to agree.

S. faculty. [unreadable]Can see a business [unreadable]leadership.


Great decisions.

Didn't understand how it affected frustrated or angered faculty.

Stand up. Earned: shocked.
Everybody was underway at that time. Scenarios: as well be did Biology & Ecology & Psychology.

Tayler had bought a very strong sheep.
(Aggie as index)
Stanford was 2d or I'd win it off Tavlor.

Temron was able to get along with Tress.

(800 people of Harvard)
Some people who took an interest.
Scrapped course to Conrad different situations, like Tremblin.

(Ed started shaking) I thought Temron was a guy who couldn't dominate him.

Wally shook after afterwards. 15 years would pass off a chapter.

Not the same pages. Books are reading. Temron had budgets.

Story of start of against two years.
Welcome back everyone, feel free to stop in at your leisure.

I would call by 12.

Submit by 12.